MSTP Monday Seminar

Summer 2014
Mondays at 12:15 – 1:15pm
B646 Mayo Building

June 30  Welcome Lunch with MS1 and MS2 students – no formal seminar

July 7  Chalk Talks from current MSTP Students in Graduate Phase #1
       (Lane, Cabrera-Perez, Powell, Perez, Verma, Ayala)
***Student Portraits and Group Photo will also be taken at end of seminar

July 14  MSTP Journal Club – Amanda Barks

July 21  Chalk Talks from current MSTP Students in Graduate Phase #2
       (Kashem, McDonald-Hyman, Zick, Wheelwright, Schenkel)

July 28  Chalk Talks from current MSTP Students in Graduate Phase #3
       (Srienc, Yellamilli, Warren, Angelos, Weingarden, Cheong)

August 11  MSTP Journal Club – Lee Meier

August 18  MS1/MS2 Chalk Talks #1
           (Leng, Downey, Speltz, Goldblum)

August 25  MS1/MS2 Chalk Talks #2
           (Velez-Reyes, Phung, Breed, Chiu)

August 28 (Thurs)  MS1/MS2 Chalk Talk #3
                   (Tucker, Barks, Meier, Wang)

September 5 (Fri)  MS1/MS2 Chalk Talk #4
                   (Santos Perez, Valluri, Wijeyesinghe, Cheng)